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OUR
MISSION

ABOUT US

BE CHRIST THE
GOOD SHEPHERD
IN OUR MINISTRY

OUR
PURPOSE

ACMI IS A CATHOLIC COMMISSION
SERVING THE MIGRANT COMMUNITY

OUR MINISTRY IS INSPIRED BY
THE HOLY SPIRIT AND GUIDED BY
OUR CATHOLIC SOCIAL TEACHINGS

WE BELIEVE IN GOD’S WILL FOR THE
DIGNITY AND FREEDOM OF PERSONS

OUR
VALUES
The Archdiocesan Commission for the Pastoral Care of
Migrants & Itinerant People (ACMI), is commissioned by
the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Singapore to serve
all migrant and itinerants in Singapore — Welcoming,
Protecting, Promoting and Integrating them into the
community regardless of nationality, socioeconomic
status and religion.
Our ministry includes Skills Development, Case
Management, Community Outreach and Formation.
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WELCOME

PROTECT

All as brothers and
sisters who come to us
with respect and
without prejudice.

We ensure vulnerable
persons receive
support towards living
more holistic lives with
dignity, safety
and security.

PROMOTE

INTEGRATE

Human values rooted in
our Catholic teachings
by being instrumental
in the development
of migrants and
collaborative
efforts with
stakeholders
and agencies.

Communities that
enhance integral human
development regardless
of religion, culture, race
or socioeconomic status.

The ACMI team with befriender
trainers (made up of locals
and migrants) from the Skills
Development ministry at a
managing emotions workshop.
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CHAIRPERSON
MESSAGE

Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ,
We thank our Good Shepherd for His
continued guidance and blessings to
provide pastoral care to migrants and
itinerants in Singapore in 2019.
Believing in God’s will for the dignity and
freedom of persons, and that “God willed
that man should be left in the hand of his
own counsel” (cf. Sir 15:14)1. Truly, it is our
desire that in every pastoral action that we
take that the whole person and his or her
many aspects are considered, not just the
physical but social, emotional and spiritual.
This year, the community outreach ministry
was fortunate to have the opportunity to
partner and collaborate with the Toa Payoh
Neighbourhood Police Centre in providing
talks and platforms for interaction with
the wider community to foreign domestic
workers (FDWs). This empowered the
women to know about trending crimes in
Singapore and guidance on where to seek
help. Interactions with the wider community
gave them the confidence to share and
speak with members of the public. We will
be exploring how this maybe integrated
with the new Community Development
Framework, which is aimed to be rolled out
in 2020.
The anticipated Community Development
Framework is the crystalisation of the
change of our Vision and Mission which
started in or around 2018. With this new
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SPIRITUAL
DIRECTOR
MESSAGE
change, we hope to be able to inject
new programs to our existing services.
These anticipated programs aims to engage
the community in 4 principle aspects;
namely towards protecting the basic
needs and rights of the migrants, towards
welcoming them into healthy social groups
and teaching them to integrate with the
larger society through social cohesion
programs, towards promoting their self
esteem, self dignity and self awareness of
their relationship to the divine.
In the spirit of the Good Shepherd, the
case management team evolved to include
pastoral care in their work. Applying the
5 holistic care approach to case
management, the Case Management and
Pastoral Care Ministry hopes to become
instruments of God bringing forth growth,
hope and fulfillment in the lives of Migrants
whom they are called to journey with.
I pray that all of us may be guided and led
by our Good Shepherd. May we continue
to journey with our brothers and sisters —
listening, caring and walking with them on
this journey.
May the peace of our Risen Lord be with
you and your family always.
MARK GOH
Chairman

CCC 1730, https://www.vatican.va/archive/ccc_css/archive/
catechism/p3s1c1a3.htm

1

Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ,
“I came so that they might have life and
have it more abundantly” (Jn 10:10).
What did Jesus mean when he said those
words? What did he mean when he said:
“have life and have it more abundantly”?
Our Holy Father highlighted in his message
for the 105th World Day of Migrants and
Refugees that “It is not just about migrants:
it is about the whole person, about all
people.” and he emphasized that: “In every
programme, in every pastoral action we
must always put the person at the center,
in his or her many aspects, including the
spiritual dimension.”
Indeed, it is not just for the physical wellbeing
of the migrants that we care for. We are
also interested in a migrant’s emotional,
mental and spiritual aspects too. Caring and
growing them as a whole person and not just
providing for their physical needs.
Every person, be it migrant or not consists
of all these aspects. It is in growing all
these aspects that one lives a full of life
and abundantly.
But how?
This is carried out by looking at the social,
emotional and spiritual aspects of a person.
Social — Using the 4 values of Pope Francis
in our mission and ministry. Emotional —
nurturing the healing of minds and hearts.
Ensuring holistic care of persons in our

We are also interested in
a migrant’s emotional,
mental and spiritual
aspects too.
ministries. Spiritual — Strengthening our
faith and values to effectively guide our
befrienders and beneficiaries to internalize
themselves spiritually to find hope, joy and
peace amidst daily challenges.
Certainly, this call for us as an commission
may seem daunting. But I’m certain that by
emulating our Good Shepherd, we may all
reach that.
Like the Good Shepherd who loves us, we
are custodians of the migrants God places
under our care. We protect them like the
shepherd who pulls the sheep back to the
sheepfold when it is lost but never keeping
the sheep to ourselves. But giving space for
growth, transformation and sharing.
May the Lord continue to bless our work
and ministry to the migrants in Singapore.
I thank the board members and trustees,
staff, partners, benefactors and befrienders
of ACMI for their care and passion for the
migrant people in Singapore.
Yours in Christ,
FR CHARLIE OASAN, CICM

ACMI
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BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

SPIRITUAL DIRECTOR

CHAIRMAN

SECRETARY

TREASURER

Fr. Charlie has been the spiritual director
of ACMI since 2013. He serves as
Assistant Priest at the Church of the
Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

MARK GOH AIK LENG

NICOLE VIVIENNE WEE

JEREMY KHOO

Mark is the managing director of
VanillaLaw™ and founder of the firm’s
business arm, GoSME. He has over two
decades of legal and business experience.
He attends the Church of St. Ignatius.

Vivienne Wee is the Director of Operations
for both GoSME and VanillaLaw™.
She has more than twenty years of legal
and business administration under her belt.
She attends the Church of St. Ignatius.

Jeremy is Head of PR, Communications
and Volunteer Management at Alzheimer’s
Disease Association (ADA). He previously
worked at Children’s Aid Society and
NTUC Fairprice. He currently sits on the
board of Caritas Singapore and worships at
St Vincent De Paul Church.
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MEMBER

MEMBER

MEMBER

MEMBER

BENJAMIN FROIS

GERARD HOOI

LYNN ISABEL YEO SWEE LIN

ROLAND YEOW

Ben is a lawyer and is currently at
Lee, Frois & Partners. He sits on the
committee of Catholic Lawyers Guild and
worships at St Stephen Church.

Gerard is presently the Managing Director
(Singapore) of Concept Dynamics
International (CDI — Thailand), a landscape
architecture and design company based in
Bangkok, Thailand. He is a Catechist for
Infant Baptism and RCIA at Christ The King
Church and is a parishioner of Church of
St. Ignatius.

Lynn is a Director of her family investment
holding company, Azul World Pte Ltd and
has many years of working experience at
different multinational companies. She is
a parishioner of Church of St Ignatius and
is currently serving as an Extraordinary
Minister of Communion at the Cathedral of
Good Shepherd.

Roland is the Executive Director of Boys’

IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT MIGRANTS,
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Town since Sept 2018 and prior to that,
he worked as a training consultant for
organisational development. He was also the
former board member of OJoy Counseling
Centre and the current Vice-President of
the Youth Workers Association. He attends
the Chapel of Christ The Redeemer.
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EXECUTIVE
TEAM

FORMATION

CASE
MANAGEMENT

COORDINATOR

SR MEL
BENEDICTOS,
RC

TEAM LEADER

SR SYLVIA
MARIA NG,
FMM

SENIOR
EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

ELIZABETH TAN

EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

ESTHER YUEN

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

JAN TENG

ESTHER CHIA
SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT

EXECUTIVE
OFFICERS
THERESA V SUN

FINANCE
& ADMIN

EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

IGNATIUS TAN

PR &
COMMUNICATIONS

EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

VICTORIA LIM

EVENTS
MANAGEMENT

EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

DANIEL YEO

SO THEN YOU ARE
NO LONGER
STRANGERS AND
SOJOURNERS,
BUT YOU ARE
FELLOW CITIZENS
WITH THE HOLY ONES
AND MEMBERS OF
THE HOUSEHOLD
OF GOD.
EPHESIANS 2:19
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
/ COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

BALANCE SHEET
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2019
FY2019 (S$)

FY2018 (S$)

FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 31 DECMEBER 2019

Assets
FY2019 (S$)

FY2018 (S$)

500,000

478,000

Donation

70,114

8,948

Other Income

9,465

-

5

-

6,309

14,188

129,164

147,262

715,057

648,398

197,805

200,170

PR, Events, Research & Advocacy

153,110

71,625

Case Management Pastoral Care

135,747

131,921

Skill Development Programme

190,271

198,250

6,309

4,687

683,242

606,653

31,810

32,244

5

9,501

31,815

41,745

Current Assets
Deferred Expenses

7,566

7,266

Deposit

3,292

3,007

661,809

632,776

1,000

1,000

510

-

6,309

4,306

680,486

648,355

Incoming Resources
Caritas

Cash & Cash Equivalents
Bank
Petty Cash
Voucher
Recoverable
Total Current Assets

A. Migrant Fund

B. Ordinary Fund
Donation

Non-Current Assets
Property, Plant and Equipment
Accumulated Depreciation
Total Non-Current Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

Other Income
2,897

-

(2,892)

-

5

-

680,491

648,355

Liabilities and Equity
Balance as at 1/1
Ordinary Fund

247,471

215,227*

305,560

296,059*

31,810

32,244

5

9,501

Surplus for the year
Migrant Fund
Ordinary Fund
Balance as at 31/12
Migrant Fund

279,281

247,471

Ordinary Fund

305,565

305,560

584,846

553,031

Accruals

53,318

45,900

Deferred Income

42,327

49,174

-

250

95,645

95,324

680,491

648,355

Total Current Liabilities
TOTAL FUND AND LIABILITIES

Skill Development Programme

Resources Expended
Management Cost
A. Migrant Fund

B. Ordinary Fund
Formation

Current Liabilities

Other Payables

A. Migrant Fund

Total Incoming Resources

Funds
Migrant Fund

Operating Revenue

Total Resources Expended
Net Incoming Resources
A. Migrant Fund
B. Ordinary Fund

Restated

*
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3

1

1/2. ESTABLISHED PARTNERSHIP WITH
TOA PAYOH NEIGHBOURHOOD POLICE
CENTRE AND SINGAPORE POLICE
FORCE

5

4

3/4. POTENTIAL PEOPLE PROGRAMME
(PPP)

6

7

5. BREAD BASKET
COLLABORATION
TOGETHER WITH OFFICE
OF CATECHESIS (OFC)

6. REVAMPED CASE
MANAGEMENT TO
INCLUDE PASTORAL
CARE

7. PARTICIPATION OF
THE KOREAN CATHOLIC
COMMUNITY AND
REDEMPTORIST PRIESTS
AT ACMI’S ANNUAL
MIGRANT SUNDAY MASS

2
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CASE MANAGEMENT STORY

PERSEVERING
AMIDST
ADVERSITY
Marilyn* and Paul* had to battle against
financial uncertainties. While Marilyn tried
to find a night-shift work, her husband faced
growing dissatisfaction working at his family’s
company. He had to battle with unreasonable
treatment and a salary reduction.
Marilyn is from The Philippines while Paul
is a Singaporean. Marilyn had four children
from a previous marriage and three from her
marriage with Paul.
Aside from finances, the couple also worried
about finding schools for their four children
who had trouble obtaining student passes for
them to stay in school.
They also had to pay an exorbitant amount for
DNA testing for Paul’s three biological children
with Marilyn for them to become Singaporeans
as they were born in the Philippines.
To add on to their burdens, one of their
children was also riddled with medical issues.
Having few avenues for support, ACMI
journeyed with the couple together with case
workers from the Family Service Centre (FSC)
that they had reached out to. Through their
journey with case workers, it opened many
possibilities for the couple to explore.
Despite these tribulations, Marilyn and Paul
still remained close and did not let these
adversities tear them apart. Rather, the duo
focused on keeping the family together and
kept a resilient, positive and cheerful outlook.
“We do this for our children, because we love
them,” said Paul and Marilyn.
Today, all seven children are in school.
Paul’s children had also received DNA testing,
through the support of an anonymous donor.
While the road ahead is uncertain for Marilyn
who has her own medical issues and Paul who
is unable to get out of the family business.
Despite this, the couple continues to be
steadfast, staying strong for the family.

*Names have been changed to protect the identity of our clients.
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OUR WORK:
PROGRAMMES
AND ACTIVITIES

CASE MANAGEMENT MINISTRY
The case management team continues to
support vulnerable migrants in Singapore.
Particularly its support to transnational
families and low income foreign workers
living in Singapore or passing through.
In 2019, the case team attended to 53 calls
and opened 76 cases. 17% of these opened
cases have been closed.
Issues faced by the migrants ranged
from legal, family, emotional to
employment issues.

YEAR END CHRISTMAS
PARTY FOR MIGRANT
FAMILIES AND
INDIVIDUALS

STRESS MANAGEMENT

ART THERAPY

WORKSHOP FOR

WORKSHOP FOR

MIGRANT ADULTS

CHILDREN OF

Comprising mainly of
transnational families and
spouses, Case Management
clients were treated to a
night of fun and family
bonding. Through games,
caroling and dance, adults
and children spent the night
joyfully and peacefully away
from their daily challenges.

Clarity Singapore, the

In collaboration with
workshop touched on
different aspects of stress
and how to manage. Be it

TRANSNATIONAL
FAMILIES
The workshop was
conducted by The Red
Pencil Singapore. Having
to deal with change can be

through having self-care

discouraging or unsettling

days or doing things that

for children who just moved

they enjoy. The adults

to Singapore or who are

also learned about the

part of blended families.

different love languages

In the spirit of the Good Shepherd, the case
team evolved to include pastoral care in
their work.

Through the session, the

and how by understanding

facilitator reminded the

this it can help strengthen

children that in the midst of

relationships between

the storms and hardships,

The CMPC ministry will now apply a holistic
care approach:

family members.

they still possess the power

TRANSITION TO CASE MANAGEMENT
PASTORAL CARE MINISTRY (CMPC)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Healing
Sustaining
Reconciliation
Guidance
Nurturing

By using the holistic care approach, CMPC
hopes to become instruments of God
bringing forth growth, hope and fulfillment
in the lives of Migrants whom they are
called to journey with.

to turn the situation around

“We can vent it out and
release stress and talk
about it in a productive
way. Through this
workshop, everyone can
help each other,”
a participant of the
workshop shared.
*

Names and faces have been omitted and
blurred for the privacy of our clients.

*

and improve it.
The children immersed
themselves in the world
of art. Having a blank
canvas with a plethora of
art supplies gave them
a platform for them to
explore their emotions and
express the struggles they
had tied up in their hearts.

ACMI
Annual Report 2019
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SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
MINISTRY

1

2019 saw 1,097 students
join the weekday and
Sunday courses. On
weekday classes, mainly
catered to foreign spouses
and a small group of foreign
domestic workers saw close
to 113 students. For Sunday
courses, we saw close
to 984 foreign domestic
workers sign up for courses.
There are more than
30 courses offered by the
ministry range from baking,
cooking, hairdressing,
English language, business
and caregiving. All courses
are conducted in English
by a dedicated team of
befrienders and volunteers
from migrant and local
backgrounds.
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3

4

6

5

7

BEST STUDENT AWARD

BURSARY AWARD

SPOTLIGHT: BURSARY RECIPIENTS

GRADUATION

Every semester, a student
from each course will be
selected by trainers for
the Best Student Award.
This award is given to the
student’s who are friendly,
generous, have 100%
attendance and who comes
in top in class.

The Bursary Award for

Sri Wijayanti — She loves to learn and aspires to volunteer

The Skills Development

Skills Development
students on weekend
classes started in 2017.
The purpose of the award
is to inspire and motivate
students to pursue their
dreams by continual
up-skilling so that they
are able to transform their
lives when they return
to their countries. This
bursary is awarded twice a
year at graduation.

back home to teach English to children. She has taken eight

graduation is held twice a

courses so far and intends to take Caregiver, Advanced

year in June and December

Dressmaking and How to Run Your Own Small Business

to celebrate our students

course in future.

efforts in their courses.

Students who receive this
award must receive the
Best Student Award for
two consecutive semesters.
The recipient of The
Bursary Award will be
offered a complimentary
course of their choice for
the next semester and a
$30 NTUC Voucher.

Small Business course in future. Her dream is to start a

The intent of this award is
meant to motivate students
to remain committed and
determined in their courses.

2

RECIPIENTS IN 2019:
Semester 1
1. Darsini Binti Tonirin
2. Lwe Lar Zar
3. Sri Wijayanti
4. Emma Mat-An Bulangis
Semester 2
1. Gonzales Elsa Reano

1. Students at the Hair Cutting Course
2. Students at the Guitar Course

She was awarded The Bursary Award for being the Best
Student in English Pre-Intermediate L2 in Semester 2, 2018
and Computer Word in Semester 1, 2019.
Gonzales Elsa Reano — She always tries her best in
whatever she does reviews her notes regularly, comes
to class earlier to practice. She has taken the Caregiver,
Computer Basic, Word and Excel and intends to take Bread
and Pastry, Cake Decoration and How to Run Your Own
business related to computers when she returns home.

It is a day of fun and joy
with performances by
the students.
Certificates are awarded
to all students for the
completion of courses.
The Best Student and
Bursary Award are also
presented to the students.
To inspire current students,
we invite alumni to share

She was awarded The Bursary Award for being the Best

about their learning journey

Student in Computer Basic in Semester 1, 2019 and

and also their plans and

Computer Word in Semester 2, 2019.

dreams for the future.

3. Sri Wijayanti receiving her award from Esther Chia, Executive Director ACMI
4. Gonzales Elsa Reano receiving her award from Esther Chia, Executive Director ACMI
5. Students from the Biscuit and Cake class receiving their certificates.
6. His Excellency Ambassador Joseph Del Mar Yap joining the 2019 Semester 2 cohort
at graduation.
7. Helen Leen, our Zumba Instructor leading the graduation cohort in a Zumba showcase.
8. Dance performances by students at Graduation.

8
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COMMUNITY
OUTREACH

THIS YEAR, ACMI
BOLSTERED OUTREACH
EFFORTS THROUGH
COLLABORATION

REACHING OUT TO MIGRANT
WORKERS IN THE DORMITORIES
Bread Basket was refreshed in 2016. Continuing to follow
the three steps — “Open Our Minds, Nourish Our Hearts,
Feed Our Souls.” The reason for having the three steps was
defined more clearly.

PROVIDING PLATFORMS FOR
MIGRANTS TO PARTICIPATE,
LEARN AND GROW

OPEN OUR MINDS

NOURISH OUR HEARTS

FEED OUR SOULS

WITH LIKEMINDED
STAKEHOLDERS —
TOA PAYOH
NEIGHBOURHOOD POLICE
CENTRE, CATHOLIC
FOREIGN COMMUNITIES,
PARISHES, AIDHA, FOREIGN
DOMESTIC WORKER
ASSOCIATION FOR SOCIAL
SUPPORT AND TRAINING
(FAST) AND SCHOOLS.

1. Awareness Talk on Scams and Money
Lending for FDWS — Toa Payoh NPC
2. AIDHA — Workshop on How to Make
Your Money Work for You by FDWs
3. Roadshow at FAST Foreign Domestic
Worker Day
4. NUS Pro Bono Legal Education for FDWs
5. Esther Chia welcoming Catechism
students from Church of the Risen
Christ at the Open Our Minds session.
6. Catechism students at the fundraising
and raising awareness about migrant
workers at Church of the Risen Christ
canteen.
7. Catechism students from Church of the
Risen Christ gathering to give thanks
to God.
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Through collaboration we were able to provide opportunities
for migrants to be aware of trending local crimes as well as
their legal rights. Workshops on financial planning and CPR
training were also conducted to enhance the learning of the
FDWs at ACMI. Our partnership with FAST and SPF also gave
FDWs the opportunity to volunteer and also network with
other likeminded individuals.
Through the community outreach programmes to the
migrant dormitory like Bread Basket, Zumba for migrants
and other workshops with our partners we reached out to
2,815 beneficiaries.

1

2

3

4

5

6

This session aims to help
participants see migrants
as human persons created
in God’s image and loved
by Him. Participants join in
activities that help them
appreciate their freedom
and abundance of choices
in Singapore. This is unlike
the low-income migrants
who come to Singapore and
often face little to no choice.

This helps participants
understand the challenges
faced by the migrants
who have left their
families behind to build
a better place for them
through fund raising
and interacting with the
migrants. Participants are
encouraged to fundraise in
their parishes, organisations
or groups and also raise
awareness on migrant
workers in Singapore. At the
dormitories, they will share
a meal with the workers,
play games and activities
and get a chance to learn
more about their lives.

7

This aims at having the
participants reflect on
their experience and giving
thanks for the blessings they
have received.

“Bread Basket made me
feel uncomfortable initially
but it has helped me step
out of my comfort zone.
Through this it allowed
me to appreciate migrants
better and the opportunities
that I have in Singapore.
I hope to greet the cleaners
in my school more when
school begins.” — Anika, 15

ACMI
Annual Report 2019
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1

MIGRANT SUNDAY

THANKSGIVING MASS

The annual Migrant Sunday was held at
Church of St Ignatius and was graced by
Archbishop William Goh. Representatives
from the various Catholic migrant
communities were present at the event.
Including partners, benefactors, friends and
parishioners of the church. More than 800
were in attendance. This year was special, as
it was the first time members of the Korean
Catholic Community and Redemptorists
priests had joined us in the mass.

ACMI celebrated its thanksgiving mass at
Agape Village (A Catholic integrated social
services hub) on 12 May on Good Shepherd
Sunday. Mass was celebrated by our Spiritual
Director, Fr Charlie Oasan, CICM. 200 guests
attended the mass, these included Consul
General Adrian Bernie C. Candolada from
the Philippine Embassy, members of the
various Catholic migrant communities in
Singapore, benefactors and partners.

In his homily, Archbishop Goh reminded
worshippers on the meaning behind
celebrating Migrant Sunday: “When we
celebrate Migrant Sunday, we want to use
this opportunity that all of us somehow
contributes to each other’s life. The
happiness of migrants, the progress of
migrants, the well-being of migrants will also

2
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3

affect our happiness. That is why it is not
just about migrants, it is about everyone.”
After Mass, the various migrant
communities put on cultural performances
in the parish hall. Some highlights of the
performances were a dance performance
by Children of the Tamil Speaking Catholic
community and a Yunnan folk dance
accompanied by a Hu Lu Si instrument by
the Archdiocese Commission for Apostolate
for Mandarin Speaking (ACAMS).

1. Migrant chaplains, priests and His Grace Archbishop William Goh
celebrated mass
2. Dance performance prepared by children of the Tamil Speaking
Catholic Community
3. His Grace Archbishop William Goh moving around for selfies

ACMI’s chairman Mark Goh thanked all
communities, partners, benefactors, board
and staff of for their unceasing work and
support of the mission of ACMI.
At the end of the mass, the congregation
was presented with Easter buns baked
lovingly by volunteers from the Church
of St Mary of the Angels. Mark hoped
that the buns would provide a source of
encouragement and hope for the journey
ahead and also spurred all to be bread for
others as well especially to the migrants
whom we serve. Blessing and filling them
with joy, hope and love.

4

5

4. Consul General Candolada of the Philippine Embassy and
Mark Goh, Chairman of ACMI sharing a lighthearted moment
just before lunch.
5. Participants of the Thanksgiving Mass

ACMI
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FORMATION

1

ACMI SOUGHT TO
DEVELOP THE SPIRITUAL
GROWTH OF OUR MIGRANT
BENEFICIARIES AND
TEAM IN 2019. THIS WAS
DONE THROUGH A SERIES
OF WORKSHOPS AND
PROGRAMMES.

ABBA — ABUNDANT AND
BETTER LIFE ABROAD

2

3

SPIRITUAL LIVING
THROUGH ART

POTENTIAL PEOPLE
PROGRAMME (PPP)

A 4 session workshop which
started in May 2018 was

Collaborating with Alena
Chow, an advanced

organised in conjunction
with Couples for Christ.
This workshop seeks to
increase the self-esteem and
awareness of participants
in their personal growth.
The sessions also helped
participants talk about
family, relationships and
communication.

instructor in Pastel Nagomi
Art, foreign domestic
helpers got to pause and
reflect on their journey
working here in Singapore.

As part of efforts to develop
befrienders and volunteers
more holistically and
aiding them in deepening
their emotional and
spiritual awareness,
ACMI launched this five part
programme. Collaborating
with organisations and
individuals, the programme
focused on:

Rowena shared about
her Nagomi Art:

“Even with the dark clouds
in our lives. The sun is
always rising and sometimes
there is a rainbow,
these show me hope.
And the grass and flowers —
that’s what we see as we
go on our way.”

1. Confidence
2. Communicating
with others
3. Clarifying and developing
emotional awareness
4. First Responder to
Counselling
5. The 5 Virtues Project

4

ACMI TEAM FORMATION

ACMI TEAM RETREAT

Throughout the year,
the team embarked on a
series of formation sessions
conducted by Sr Mel
Benedictos, RC.

The theme for the retreat
this year is “Aunthenticity
and Care — Caring for Self
and Others”. The retreat
was held in the Oase
Retreat Centre in Batam
and was led by Lance Ng,
Spiritual Director from the
Kingsmead Centre.

The sessions delved on
topics on aligning personal
goals with that of the
ACMI’s goals, the process
of theological reflection,
growing in deeper
appreciation of self and
showing appreciation to
others and also reflecting
on Pope Francis’s message
for World Day of Migrants
and Refugees 2019 — “It is
Not Just About Migrants”.

In 2019, three of these
modules were completed
by befrienders, volunteers
and trainers from the Skills
Development Centre.
The remaining modules will
continue in 2020.
1. Participants shared about family and values that they hold in session 2 of the workshop.
2. Rowena, a domestic worker from the Philippines, used local Nagomi drew a moving
picture of how she maintains hope, despite being separated from her family.
3. Joanna Thunger from JET Corp Development sharing with participants on growing in
self-confidence and understanding the dynamics of relationships.
4. Members of the team gathered with Brothers and Sisters running the Oase Retreat Centre.
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IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT MIGRANTS,
BUT ABOUT ALL OF US

“I have learnt that God has
enabled all of us to provide
care. I have learnt to care
and be cared for. To care for
another person as an equal
— meaning that the poor
and wounded can administer
and care for me. To care
without condescension and
without expectation; that
sometimes it will take time
for the other person to
receive the care we offer or
not at all. But despite that,
I’m challenged to continue
to care and be care.”
Victoria Lim

ACMI
Annual Report 2019
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THE YEAR
AHEAD

From 2020 – 2021, ACMI’s efforts will focus on integral
development and pastoral care of migrants. That is growing
them socially, emotionally and spiritually in all that we do.
We hope that by doing so, our beneficiaries may be
transformed and that this may contribute in efforts to build
a vibrant, evangelising and missionary church in Singapore.

SPIRITUAL

INTEGRAL
DEVELOPMENT
2020 – 2021

Strengthening our faith and
values to effectively guide our
befrienders and beneficiaries
to hollistic transformation.

VIBRANT
EVANGELISING
MISSIONARY
CHURCH

EMOTIONAL
SOCIAL
Sharing and practicing the
4 values of Pope Francis in
our mission with migrants.
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IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT MIGRANTS,
BUT ABOUT ALL OF US

Nurturing the healing of
minds and hearts and
ensuring hollistic care of
persons in our ministries.

ACMI
Annual Report 2019
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GOD OF THE JOURNEY,
GRANT US THE HEART OF A PILGRIM.
MAY WE ALWAYS WALK THE PATH
OF LIFE WITH FAITH.
MAY WE WELCOME ALL WHO COME OUR WAY
AS OUR CONTINUAL ENCOUNTER WITH JESUS.
WALK WITH US CLOSELY, LORD,
AS WE OPEN OUR HEARTS TO
OUR CO-PILGRIMS, TO ALL THE JOYS
AND SORROWS ALONG THE ROAD OF LIFE,
AND TO THE UNKNOWN TERRITORY OF
THE FUTURE.
FILL US WITH JOY, HOPE AND LOVE UNTIL
THE END OF OUR PILGRIMAGE ON EARTH.
AMEN.

COMPOSED ON THE OCCASION OF THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF ACMI

ARCHDIOCESAN COMMISSION FOR THE PASTORAL CARE
OF MIGRANTS & ITINERANT PEOPLE (ACMI)
#04-01 Agape Village
7A Lorong 8 Toa Payoh
Singapore 319264
Helpline for Migrants:
9188 9162
Enquiries on Skills Development Courses for
Foreign Domestic Workers and Foreign Spouses:
8600 3583
Follow us!
@acmi.singapore
www.acmi.org.sg

